Clay Bust

Lesson by Noel Copeland

**Hair:** Make a slab, then add a coil.

**Eyebrows:** Roll a small coil, then cut it in half OR use a tool to draw.

**Eyes:** Poke in finger to make each eye socket. Use a tool to make eyeballs.

**Nose:** Make a cone.

**Ears:** Make a small slab, then cut it in half.

**Lips:** Roll a coil and give it pointy corners. Use a tool to separate the lips.

**Neck:** Roll a large coil (cylinder), then cut it at a 45-degree angle.

**Shirt Collar:** Roll a coil, then flatten it.

**Chest:** Roll a very large coil (cylinder), then press it to make the bottom flat.

Add chin, cheeks, and other details to finish.